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The first quarter of the year closed with a 3.84% or 4.3-point quarter-on-

quarter (QoQ) increase in our Property Market Index (PMI Q2 2021) to 117.8 

points. Not only is this the fourth consecutive quarter of price growth in the 

non-landed private residential property sector, but it is also the most 

significant increase we’ve recorded since Q2 2018.

We saw a 14.0% or 19-point decline in our Property Supply Index (PPSI) on the 

supply side of things. Although not as steep as the past few quarters, there 

has been a consistent downward trend since Q3 2020, as buyers continue to 

snap up properties.

Executive Summary
The Singapore property market has truly defied the economic recession that is 

raging on.
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The market confidence in the past four quarters was likely fuelled by the 

Government’s $100 billion pandemic aid. Most of these rescue measures 

came to a hard stop in Q1 2021. Only very targeted aid is expected to 

continue.

Hence, even without intervention, the market is expected to cool in H2 2021, as 

economic reality starts to take its bite.

 

Dr. Tan Tee Khoon

Country Manager - Singapore, PropertyGuru

At this point, the 

accelerated pace of 

price growth suggests 

that tighter property 

curbs are indeed on 

the way. Yet, are more 

cooling measures 

really necessary? Even 

without them, there is 

a high chance that the 

market will self-correct 

soon.

The two paint a picture of a bullish market, which, coupled with the 

Government’s hints of upcoming cooling measures, have many 

Singaporeans fretting in their seats. Some are rushing to enter the market 

when they still can, while others choose to wait, hoping that prices will take 

a dive.
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Property prices record almost 

three-year high

Early symptoms of a seller’s 

market observed

Thanks to the private residential property supply 

overhang that started in 2019, Singapore has mainly 

observed a buyer’s market in the last 1.5 years. However, 

agents on the ground are noticing early symptoms of a 

seller’s market as buyers are increasingly willing to 

offer higher prices.

Supply overhang looks set to clear in 

about two years

The Property Supply Index Q2 2021 has trended 

downwards for the third consecutive quarter, falling by 

19 points or 14.0%. If we assume the same take-up rate, 

the abovementioned supply glut looks set to clear in 

about two years. According to URA, 21,602 uncompleted 

private residential units (excluding ECs) in the pipeline 

remain unsold.

The Property Market Index Q2 2021 rose by 4.3 points 

or 3.84% QoQ to 117.8 points. This increase aligns 

with the Urban Redevelopment Authority’s 

(URA) private residential property price index, which 

recorded a growth of 3.3%.   In both indices, this is 

the steepest growth observed since Q2 2018.

Vibrant market likely caused by HDB 

upgraders, not affordable credit

While low mortgage rates may be attractive to home 

buyers, it does not impact affordability. The robust 

demand is more likely to be fuelled by HDB flat 

upgraders, explaining strong demand for larger HDB 

resale flats and entry-level condos.



Property Price Index 

and Analysis

Property prices rise for the fourth consecutive 

quarter, almost hitting 3-year high

The PropertyGuru Singapore Property Price Index (SPPI), which tracks asking 

prices in the non-landed private residential market, recorded a significant 

QoQ gain of 3.84%.
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The URA private residential property price index, which tracks 

transaction prices (based on caveats lodged) and includes all private 

property types, registered a similar QoQ growth of 3.3%. For the non-landed 

segment specifically, the increase was 2.5%.

Singapore property prices have been rising since Q2 2020, and this 

marks the fourth straight quarter of increase. The spike is also 

the most significant in almost three years, since Q2 2018.

This trend has sparked rumours of looming property curbs, and 

unsurprisingly so: the Government has been cautioning the public since 

the start of the year. Additionally, a similar trend was observed in 2017 and 

2018 when prices rose steadily for a year before the Government 

intervened with the most recent round of property cooling measures (H2 

2018).

That said, price growth is unlikely to be the only metric monitored by the 

Government – for example, in addition to the steep price growth, 2018 also 

saw high Government Land Sales and collective sale bids. In those aspects, 

nothing seems particularly alarming so far.
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Resale 48.00%

New Sale 52.00%

Source: URA | Note: Breakdown excludes sub-sale transactions

Q4 2020 saw an unexpected rise in resales, which overtook new sales and 

made up 54.9% of the total non-landed private residential transactions. 

The proportions are more balanced this quarter, at 52.00% new and 

48.00% resale.

New Sale vs Resale

PropertyGuru Singapore Property Market Index
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Transactions by Price Range

PropertyGuru Singapore Property Market Index
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As usual, there are  most transactions in the $1 million to $1.5 million price 

range. Comparatively, there is a slight dip in properties priced under $1 

million and an increase in properties priced between $1.5 million to $2 

million. This may be due to a slowdown in investments in shoebox units, and 

an emerging preference for more spacious homes among owner-occupiers.
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Property Supply Index 

and Analysis
Private housing glut clearing, signs of seller's 

market observed

The PropertyGuru Singapore Property Supply Index (SPSI), which tracks 

the number of non-landed private residential listings posted on PropertyGuru, 

dipped by 14.0% to 116.1 points this quarter.
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Since the release of pent-up demand in Q2 2020, the take-up rate has 

improved, and the number of condo and apartment listings on 

PropertyGuru have continued to fall.

URA’s records also show that uncompleted private residential units 

(excluding ECs) in the pipeline with planning approvals have started 

moving more quickly, with 2,694 units sold this quarter. At this rate, the 

supply glut will clear in about two years.

As buyers continue to compete for housing stock, there are some 

symptoms of a seller’s market. Agents on the ground have observed that 

buyers are increasingly willing to offer higher prices, particularly for larger 

units.

The pandemic has emphasized the importance of having adequate living 

space, and as it is, the 3- and 4-bedroom units are in shorter supply, 

typically making up only 25% of each development’s units. The same trend 

has been reported in the HDB resale market, where 4- and 5-room flats 

dominate.
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D23

D22

D15

D5

D4

5 Best Performing Districts with Asking Price Growth

Based on asking prices on PropertyGuru

Source: PropertyGuru

22 Boon Lay, Jurong, Tuas $1,319.65 14.9%

23
Dairy Farm, Bukit Panjang, 
Choa Chu Kang

$1,366.12 9.22%

15 East Coast, Marine Parade $1,892.86 5.65%

4 Harbourfront, Telok Blangah $1,799.31 4.05%

5
Buona Vista, West Coast,

Clementi New Town
$1,567.16 3.54%

District Areas
Median Asking

Price (psf)
QoQ Change

PropertyGuru Singapore Property Market Index Q2 2021
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The most tremendous uplift was 

seen in District 22 (Boon Lay, 

Jurong, Tuas). Although the 

termination of the Singapore-

Malaysia High-Speed Railway 

(HSR) plan was expected to 

dampen interest in the area, the 

district seems to be benefitting 

from the increased activity in the 

general West region.

The same goes for District 23 

(Dairy Farm, Bukit Panjang, Choa 

Chu Kang), which seems to have 

consistent demand due to the 

large market of interested 

buyers and relatively few 

projects in the area.

District 4 (Harbourfront, Telok 

Blangah) and District 5 (Buona 

Vista, West Coast, Clementi New 

Town) have also performed well, 

likely due to the recent new 

launches there.
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D11

D14

D10

D7

D1

5 Districts with The Slowest Asking Price Growth

10 Tanglin, Holland, Bukit Timah $2,456.16 0.050%

1
Boat Quay, Raffles Place,

Marina
$2,424.26 -0.199%

11 Newton, Novena $2,219.92 -0.923%

14 Eunos, Geylang, Paya Lebar $1,566.99 -1.23%

7 Beach Road, Bugis, Rochor $2,665.04 -1.39%

District Areas
Median Asking Price

(psf)
QoQ Change

Based on asking prices on PropertyGuru

Source: PropertyGuru

This quarter, only four districts registered asking price declines, and even 

then, they were all under 1.5%.

It is noteworthy that many of these less well-performing districts are in the 

central area, where asking prices are already the highest in Singapore 

and hence, are more likely to adjust downwards or grow at a slower pace.
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D20

D21

D15D9
D7

D5

D4

1 Normanton Park 733 5 One North

2
Parc Central

Residences
514 18 Tampines

3 Midtown Modern  368 7 Bugis

4
The Reef at King's

Dock
341 4 Harbourfront

5 Treasure at Tampines 180 18 Tampines

6 Ki Residences 154 21 Sunset Way

7 Amber Park 98 15 East Coast

8 Parc Clematis 95 5 Clementi

9 RV Altitude 84 9 River Valley

10 JadeScape 74 20 Bishan

Ranking by Units

Sold
Project Name

Units Sold in 
Q1

District Region

The Stars: 

Top 10 Best-selling Condos

Source: PropertyGuru & URA
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The best-selling project of the quarter was Normanton Park in District 5, 

which was launched in January 2021. The project kicked off the year with a 

bang, selling 600 units on the first day of sales. By the end of the quarter, it 

had sold 733 units.

The strong demand may be attributed to the competitive pricing. At launch, 

Normanton Park units sold for $1,750 psf, which is considered reasonable for 

a newly launched project in a city fringe area where competing projects 

are transacting at $1,900 psf and higher. Many units also offer unblocked 

views of the adjacent Kent Ridge Park and/or the sea.

The other recent launches that are Parc Central Residences (an 

executive condominium, 514 units sold), Midtown Modern (368 units sold) 

and The Reef at King’s Dock (341 units sold), also did well, taking up the top 

spots for the quarter.

Midtown Modern

Parc Central 

Residences

 Normanton Park

PropertyGuru Singapore Property Market Index Q2 2021
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Parc Clematis

JadeScapeRV Altitude

Treasure at Tampines

Treasure at Tampines, which has consistently been in the top 10 best-selling 

projects list since its launch in 2019, continued to sell well (180 units sold). It 

is the most affordable project in the primary private property market, 

which is hugely appealing, especially to the many HDB upgraders.

Amber Park (98 units sold) and RV Altitude (84 units sold) also 

managed to sell a significant number of units this quarter. Both are 

freehold projects, which are in short supply in their respective districts.

Ki Residences

The Reef at King's Dock

Amber Park
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Rising Stars: Condos and

Districts to Watch Out for

District 15 
East Coast, Marine Parade

District 15 (East Coast, Marine 

Parade) was one of the best-

performing districts of the 

quarter, and it is likely to 

continue to be in hot demand. 

There are quite a few new 

condos in this popular East-

side district that will be 

completed soon, including 

Amber45, MeyerHouse and 

Seaside Residences.

District 2
Chinatown, Tanjong Pagar

Likewise, the launch of One Bernam in Q2 2021 is 

likely to spark activity in District 2 

(Chinatown, Tanjong Pagar). Realty Centre, 

which is nearby, was also sold en bloc in 2019 

and the redeveloped project is expected to 

launch soon.

District 6
City Hall, Clarke Quay

Things have been quiet in 

District 6 (City Hall, Clarke 

Quay), but Canninghill Pier 

(the former Liang Court) is 

slated to launch in the 

upcoming quarter. Not only is 

the project the first new launch 

in a long time, but it is also an 

integrated development. 

PropertyGuru Singapore Property Market Index Q2 2021
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Conclusion

The Singapore property market seems to have more than 

recovered from the height of the pandemic, possibly even surpassing 

pre-COVID-19 levels.

After the Circuit Breaker in Q2 2020, the market regained 

confidence quickly, and sales figures picked up immediately in Q3 

2020, sustaining the growth to date.

With the border restrictions still in place, the market is largely 

driven by Singaporean buyers. As mentioned above, the boost in 

demand is likely to be fuelled by the self-feeding ecosystem that 

begins with local HDB flat upgraders whose homes have recently 

fulfilled the Minimum Occupation Period (MOP).

We may see a slight increase in foreign buyers as the 

nationwide COVID-19 immunisation programme progresses and/or 

travel bubbles are implemented. Still, the current Additional 

Buyer’s Stamp Duty (ABSD) for foreigners is expected to be 

sufficient as a gatekeeper to deter buying sprees.

The local buying frenzy may continue for a while more as more 

five-year-old BTO flats reach MOP in 2021. However, we expect the 

market to begin slowing down as Government aid is removed. Should 

it not, the Government is prepared to step in with tighter curbs to 

cool it down anyway.

PropertyGuru Singapore Property Market Index Q2 2021



About This Report
Buying a home is one of the most difficult decisions of our lives. It is also likely 

to be the most expensive decision. When committing to a home purchase, 

it is important to be equipped with relevant and sufficient information so 

that the decision can be made confidently.

PropertyGuru wants to simplify this process for property seekers, including 

first-time homebuyers and existing homeowners who might be looking into 

buying their second or third properties. In that vein, we created this 

report to help Singaporeans understand the movement of the property 

market better, so that property buyers can gain greater insight on current 

price trends that are in line with market sentiments, and to try to time their 

property purchases better.

As a leader in the real estate market in Singapore, PropertyGuru processes 

a vast amount of real estate data daily, providing us with the necessary 

data to crunch, and deliver in-depth insights to all Singaporean home 

seekers.

In this report, we look at pricing and supply indices of private 

residential properties in Singapore, in various locations, and across 

different property types, to provide a comprehensive overview of property 

market dynamics across the city-state.

Methodology
Using a range of statistical techniques, the data from over 200,000 private 

home listings on PropertyGuru Singapore are aggregated and indexed, 

demonstrating the movement of supply-side pricing. The PropertyGuru 

Singapore Property Market Index shows seller optimism and indicates the 

price level that developers and homeowners feel that they can fetch for their 

respective properties.

An increase in the Property Market Index (PMI) may demonstrate buoyancy 

of sentiment while a decrease may indicate a moderation of expectations.

The SPPI is indexed using Q4 2016 as the Base Quarter. The index was 

previously (2019) computed using Q1 2015 as the Base Quarter.

We complement the price levels with a view on supply volumes in the 

market through the number of property listings on PropertyGuru Singapore. 

Our supply volumes not only take into account residential resale supply, 

but also new launch supply in Singapore.

PropertyGuru Singapore Property Market Index Q2 2021



About PropertyGuru Singapore

Launched in 2007, PropertyGuru.com.sg continues to be the No.1 

property marketplace in Singapore. With currently more 

than 8 million monthly visits* and 75%** market share, 

PropertyGuru is the preferred destination for property seekers 

to find, finance and own their dream home.  

PropertyGuru.com.sg transformed the way Singaporeans find 

homes by taking property online and has since been 

helping them make confident property decisions. In 2020, 

PropertyGuru launched mortgage marketplace 

PropertyGuru Finance offering the best loans and 

home advisory services to Singaporeans. 

For more information about PropertyGuru, please visit 

PropertyGuru.com.sg and PropertyGuruGroup.com, or our social 

media pages on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube and 

LinkedIn. 

About PropertyGuru Group

PropertyGuru Group is Southeast Asia’s leading property 

technology company and the preferred destination for 35 

million property seekers to find their dream home, every 

month. PropertyGuru and its group companies empower 

property seekers with the widest option of more than 2.8 million 

homes, in-depth insights, and solutions that enable them to 

make confident property decisions across Singapore, Malaysia, 

Thailand, Indonesia, and Vietnam.

PropertyGuru.com.sg was launched in 2007 and revolutionised 

the Singapore property market by taking it online and made 

property search transparent for the property seeker. Over the 

decade, the Group has grown from a regional property media 

powerhouse to a high-growth technology company with a 

robust portfolio of No.1 property portals across its core markets; 

award-winning mobile apps; best-in-class developer sales 

enablement platform, FastKey; mortgage marketplace 

PropertyGuru Finance; and a host of industry-leading property 

offerings including Awards, events and publications across Asia.

For more information, please visit

PropertyGuruGroup.com; 

linkedin.com/company/propertyguru

*Source – Google Analytics data, Jul-Dec 2020

**Source - SimilarWeb - Relative Engagement Market Share, average of Jul-

Dec 2020
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Contact

For media or press enquiries, or to understand more about the 

PropertyGuru Singapore Property Market Index Q2 2021, please email 

mediaenquiry@propertyguru.com.sg.
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Disclaimer

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of 

interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act 

upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining specific 

professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is 

given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this 

publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, PropertyGuru Group does 

not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any 

consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on 

the information contained in this publication or for any decision based on it.
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